
EST SINE DIE is located in Modena – Italy.  Our aim is to
give people the opportunity to honour the memory of
loved ones and pet-friends with biodegradable and eco-
logical products which respect the environment. 
We make it possible for anyone to end their journey in a
unique and eco-friendly way, preserving the ashes in their
homes, burying them or scattering them in a meaningful
place.
At Est Sine Die we believe in a New Life After Life. This is
why all our urns are supplied with tree seeds to be plan-
ted, allowing a  new life to grow in a different shape. The
new tree will be a living memorial to celebrate the life of
our loved one.
To emphasize the craftsmanship and the italian produc-
tion, we have choosen to give each item the name of a
roman God/Goddess to remind our ancestors.
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MEMORIAL CARD

Usually, when someone  we love or
a friend dies, we send a memorial
card. It’s a sensitive manner to be
close to someone whose beloved
has died. If you consider sending
condolence over social media or a
text message, send also a card with
a message and your signature. All
our cards include a seeded paper
sheet of flowers to plant.

Because of their varied and colorful
appearance, people have used flo-
wers to express their feelings and to
commemorate important rituals and
observances. They can be spread on
the soil over the final resting place.
Thrown in a lake, sea or river during
the scattering of ashes. Sprinkled in
the grave when burying a bio urn

ROSE PETALS

BIODEGRADABLE 
CINERARY URNS 
FOR PEOPLE
Cremation urns are made from honeycomb cardboard. 
They are supplied with eco-bag containing tree seeds to 
be planted, biodegradable or aluminum bag for ashes, 
glue pen to seal the urn, card with short description 
of the roman deity.
There are two versions. The urn to be showcased at home 
has a photo frame, plaque for custom engraving and photo 
frame remover. The urn to be dispersed has, instead of the 
photo frame, a tree which is engraved in the cardboard.

The colours available are: brown havana – white – black 
black/havana – white/havana – havana/black. 
Photo frames can be required in the following colours: 
aluminum, golden, white and black.

JUNO

CARDEA MINERVA VESTAAPOLLO

EGERIA - WATER

TREE OF LIFE

PICTURE PHOTO FRAME

AURORA JUPITER CERES JANUS

NEPTUN MERCURY VENUS MARS

Egeria is a cardboard box covered
with colorful ecologic paper. It can
be opened from both sides. It is sui-
table to be dispersed in the water
with ashes. It has small holes to help
it to slid faster in the sea depth. It
contains a  biodegradable bag for
the cremation ashes, glue pen to seal
it, rose petals to be spread in the final
resting place and Egeria description
card. 

TELLUS – EARTH

Tellus is an ecological cardboard box
covered with floral or colorful ecolo-
gic paper.  It is suitable to contain the
cremation ashes before the burial. In-
side the box there is a glue pen to
seal it, biodegradable bag, card with
Tellus description and a seeded paper
to be planted in memory of the be-
loved one. 
We add rose petals by request.

A cremation urn pendant is perfect
for letting you honor  who have pas-
sed to a new life. They are suitable
to keep a small portion of cremation
ashes  as a memento close to the
heart and scatter the rest. For this
reason, they can’t substitute the urn.
It can also be used to contain a tuft
of hair or grains of sand.

SOMNUS

Pictures, capture precious and un-
forgettable moments that are gone
forever. We have a wide selection of
frames. They are made with high
quality honeycomb cardboard and
they are designed and hand assem-
bled by us. They are simple to open
to insert or change the picture and
easy to clean. Customization on re-
quest.

Elegant tube for ashes designed to
contain the ashes before scattering
them. Each one is supplied with tree
seeds contained in a juta bag, glue
pen to seal it, card description of the
roman God Somnus and label to
write the general data of the decea-
sed. It is biodegradable and recy-
clabe. It doesn’t contain metal parts.
We add rose petals by request.

ACCESSORIES




